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1. Introduction 
Given an object X in a category ~, the set ~(X,X) of endomorphic maps X~X 
possesses structure inherited from ~. In all cases, a semigroup structure with unit 
lx is induced by composition in ~, and other structures of ~ may also be inherit- 
ed. For example, ~(X, X) is a ring with unit if ~ has an additive structure (as in 
[16, p. 28]). In this paper, we consider additive relation algebras, which possess an 
algebraic structure (roughly, of a lattice-ordered ringlike system with an involution) 
induced on ~(X, X) when ~ is a category of additive relations associated with an 
abelian category. These categories have been given substantial attention in recent 
years [3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 15, 17, 19, 20]. 
Like abelian category theory, the theory of additive relation categories i partly 
motivated by the study of modules over a timed ring R with unit. For (left, unital) 
R-modules M and N, a relation uCMxN is called R-linear if u is a submodule of 
the Cartesian product MxN.  This nomenclature is consistent, since a function 
f :  M~ N is an R-linear map if and only if its graph is an R-linear relation. There 
is a one-one correspondence b tween elements u of Su(Mx N) and R-linear isomor- 
phisms a:MI /Mo~NI/No for Mo<M 1 in Su(M) and No<_N l in Su(N). (As usual, 
Su(X) denotes the lattice of subalgebras of any universal algebra X.) Given u, M l 
is u-l[N], Mo is u-l[0], N 1 is u[M], No is u[0] and a(a+Mo)=b+N o iff (a,b)eu. 
Graphs of R-linear maps M~N correspond to those isomorphisms with M~ =M 
and N O = O (everywhere-defined and single-valued relations). It is easily checked 
that a composite of R-linear relations is again R-linear. So, one can define the cate- 
gory R-Rel of R-modules and R-linear relations, where the morphisms M~N in 
R-Rei are the elements of Su(MxN), and the composite of u:M- ,Nand o :N~P 
in R-Rel is given by 
uo = {(a, c> ~ Mx P: (,.a~'b)(b ~ N, (a, b) e u and (b, c) ~ o)}. 
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(Note that we compose both relations and functions from left to right.) As usual, 
the diagonals 1m= {(a,a): aeM} are category units. Each morphism u :M-~N in 
R-Rel has a converse us :N-~M, given by: 
u ~ = {(b,a): (a,b)~u}. 
The hom sets Su(M× N) are (O, I) modular lattices when ordered by inclusion, so 
that meet is intersection, join is (set) sum of subrnodules, IMN=M× N and OMN= 
{0} = {(0, 0)}. Following [8, §5], a weak additive structure on Su(Mx N) is obtained 
by using: 
u+v={(a ,b+c) :aeM,  b,ceN,  (a,b)eu,  (a,c)ev} 
to define relational sum. Now, Mx  O is a zero for relational sum, but not every 
element of Su(M× N) has a negative for relational sum. However, R-linear maps 
are added and have negatives as usual, so that negative units are given by -IM-- 
{(a,-a): a eM}.  The categories of form R-Rel, provided with the structures de- 
scribed above, are the prototypes from which additive relation category theory was 
developed. The abelian category R-Mod of R-modules and R-linear maps is isomor- 
phic to a subcategory of R-Rel. 
This paper is intended as a study of the endomorphism algebras of R-modules 
with respect o the categories R-Rel, for arbitrary rings R. The endomorphic maps 
Su(M x M) for M in R-Rel have lattice structure (meet, join, smallest O and largest 
I), multiplicative structure (composition, converse and unit 1), and additive struc- 
ture (relational sum and negative unit -1). These are the structures we use for ad- 
ditive relation algebras. In Section 2, we define a variety ~ of universal algebras 
with the operations above, satisfying finitely many identities which hold in 
Su(M×M) for any module M. The elementary theory of this variety is then 
developed. 
If S is a division ring, then Su(M×M) is a complemented modular lattice for 
any S-module M. Our main theorem, proved in Section 3, yields a representation 
for any additive relation algebra A in ~/which is complemented as a modular lattice. 
Such an A is proved isomorphic to a subalgebra of the additive relation algebra 
Su(R x R), where R is an appropriate yon Neumann regular ing. The proof is ob- 
tained by combining 'projective generator' methods from abelian category theory 
with the techniques developed by von Neumann for representation f complemented 
modular lattices [21]. 
Corollary to the main theorem, it is easy to characterize complemented a ditive 
relation algebras which are similarly representable with respect to vector spaces over 
a given division ring S. In fact, these characterizations depend only upon the (prime 
p or zero) characteristic of S. 
I would like to thank the referee for helpful comments and suggestions. 
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2. Some elementary theory for additive relation algebras 
In this section, we introduce the axiomatic approach to additive relation algebras. 
Some of the computations here are adapted from previous work on additive relation 
categories, but we will omit individual references in most cases. 
2.1. Definitions. The variety ~ of additive relation algebras consists of all algebras 
of type: 
r=(A,  V,O,/ , . ,  #,  1, + , -1 )=(2 ,2 ,0 ,0 ,2 ,  1 0,2,0), 
(as in [6, p. 33]) which satisfy r-identities (a-g) below. 
(a) All modular lattice identities are satisfied by A and v, with O and I the 
smallest and largest elements of this lattice. (Let < denote the lattice order, and let 
f<g denote the equation fAg=f ,  in the usual way.) 
(b) Multiplication ( . ,  written as juxtaposition) is associative, and 1 is an identity 
for multiplication. 
(c) The converse operation (written f * )  is an involution for multiplication which 
preserves A and v. That is, f *# =f, (fg)* =g' f* ,  (fAg)* =f*Ag # and ( fvg)  # = 
f~Vg #. 
(d) fIAg<_ff* g<fOVg. 
(e) Multiplication and addition are monotonic in both arguments. That is, 
(fA g)(h A k) <_fh and (fA g) + (h A k) <f  + h. 
(f) Addition is commutative and associative, I0 is a zero for addition: f+ IO =f, 
and -1  is a negative unit: 1 +( -1 )=IO,  which is central: ( -1 ) f=f ( -1 ) .  
(g) ( f+ g)h >_fh + gh and f(g + h) <_fg + fh. 
The structure of the free algebra A 0 of ~/with zero generators i not clear. We 
remark that -1  is the only constant that was necessary, since 1 = ( -1 ) ( -1 )  by 2.6(c), 
1 +(-1)=IO by 2.1(f), and 0=(I0)#I0 and I=I0(I0)* by 2.4(b,c) and 2.8(a). 
We choose not to define an additive zero constant 0 = I0, and introduction of a 
unary operation - f - - ( -1 ) f=f ( -1 )  was rejected because - fwou ld  not be a negative 
for addition. 
From 2.1, we see that our axiomatization can be expressed as 27 z-identities, most 
of them familiar. The half-distributivities of 2.1 (g) are discussed in [3, 8, 9]. Axiom 
2.1(d) is related to axiom K2 of [4, 17]. 
A nontrivial additive relation algebra is not an abelian group under addition, 
since some elements uch as O and I have no negatives. (If O +f= IO, then I0 <_ OI 
by 2.8(e), hence O=I by 2.4(e).) 
The z-algebras obtained from modules are in "~/: 
2.2. Definition and Properties. For any ring R and R-module M, let Rel(M) denote 
Su(MxM)  regarded as a r-algebra. 
(a) Rel(M)/s an additive relation algebra. (Proof by direct verification of 2.1(a-g) 
is omitted.) 
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Throughout the remainder of Section 2, we will assume that A is an arbitrary ad- 
ditive relation algebra. 
2.3. Proposition. I f  p(xhx2,...,Xk) is any r-polynomial and fi<gi in A for 
i= 1,2, ... ,k, then p(fl, f2, .--,fD<p(g~,g2, . . .  gD- 
The proof is by induction on r-polynomial length, using 2.1(a,c, e). 
2.4. Elementary Properties. (a) For f in A, f=f f#f .  (By 2.1(a,d) and 2.3, f=  
f l  A f <_fIAf < f f#  f <_fOv f <_fl vf=f . )  
(b) O=OIO and I=IOL (By 2.1(a,f,g) and 2.3, 0<_010=0(1+(-1))<_ 
Ol + O(-  1) = O + ( -  1)O_< O + IO = O, and similarly I= IOI.) 
(c) O # =O and I # =L (O___O~_~O ~ =O, etc.) 
(d) Of~f=Of=OI^f ,  I f~f=I f= IOvf ,  f f~O=fO=IOAf  and f f# I=f I= 
Olvf .  (Of<_Of#f<_Off#f=Of by 2.3 and 2.4(a), and Olhf<OO#f<_Of#f<_ 
O IA f f~f=OIAf  by 2.1(d), 2.3 and 2.4(a). The second part is similar, and the 
others are obtained by taking converses, using 2.4(b) and 2.1(c).) 
(e) The elements {O, OI, IO, 1,I} form a simple (0,I) sublattice of  A with five 
elements and length two, unless A is trivial. (We have OI A 1 = 01 = 0 = 10 = I0  ^  1 
by 2.4(d), and 0 I^ I0  = 01(9 = O by 2.4(b, d). Similarly, 1 v I0  = 1 v OI = IO v (91= I, 
proving the result.) 
2.5. Proposition. For f and g in A, 
O( f  + g) = Of v Og and ( f  + g)I= f l  A gL 
Proof.  By 2.3, 2.4(b) and 2.1(f,g): 
f+  0 > Of+ 0 -- Of+ 010 > O( f  + IO) = Of, 
So, O(f+g)>O(f+O)>_OOf>_Of by 2.3, and similarly O(f+g)>_Og. For h= 
Ofv Og then, h < O(f+ g). Finally, 
O(f  + g) <_ Of+ Og <_ OOf + OOg < Oh + Oh <_ (0 + O)h <_ (1 + IO)h = h 
by 2.1(f,g) and 2.3, proving the first part. The second is similar. [] 
2.6. Definitions and Properties. An element f of A is symmetric if f=f  # and is an 
idempotent if f=f f .  Let SymId(A) denote the set of symmetric idempotents of A. 
(a) For all f in  A, f f#  and f#f  are symmetric dempotents (2.4(a), 2.1(c)). Also, 
e in A is a symmetric idempotent i f f  e=ee # iff e=e#e iff e#=ee # if.]" e#=e~e. 
So, 1 is a symmetric idempotent (1#= 1 ~ I ). 
(b) I f  e< 1 or e> 1 in A, then e is a symmetric idempotent. (By 2.3, 2.4(a) and 
2.6(a), e = ee#e < ee # 1 = ee # _< el # = e if e_< 1. The second part is similar.) In parti- 
cular, 0 and I are symmetric idempotents (2. l(a)). 
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(c) ( -  1)1 =/,  O( -  1) = O, ( -  1)(- 1) = 1 and - 1 is symmetric. (By 2.1 (a, f), 
2.4(b) and 2.5, we have I=IOI= (1 + ( - ! ) ) I=  IlA ( -  1)I<_(-1)I<_I, and similarly 
O(-1) = O. Then 
I0=(-1)10=(-1)(1 + (-1))_<-1 + ( -1 ) ( - l )  
_<(1 +(-1) ) ( -1)=IO(-1)=IO 
by 2. l(b, f, g), so ( -  l ) ( -  1) = 1 by the uniqueness of negatives. So, - 1 = ( -  l )  3 ---- 
( -1)( -1)( -1)  # ( -1 ) ( -1 )  = (-1) a using 2.4(a).) 
(d) I f  d<_ 1, then d f=dIA f  and fd=IdAf .  I f  e>_ 1, then e f=eOvf  and fe= 
OeVf. (For d_<l, df<_dIAf<_dfby 2.3 and 2.1(d), etc.) 
(e) For f, g in A, f<_g, f fa  =gga and f#f=gag imply that f =g. (By 2.1(c), 2.3 
and 2.4(a), f =f fa  f =fgag>_ffag=gga =g.) Similarly, f <_g, fI>_gI and Of>_Og 
imply f= g (since then g = gI A g <_fIAg <_ f f  ~ g <_ fg~ g <_ f v Og <_ f v Of = f by 2.1 (d), 
2.3 and taking converses.) 
(f) For f and g in A, 1 Afg a <_ff # <_ 1 Vfg a (2.1 (d), 2.3). In particular, 1 A eI<_ 
e < _ 1 veO, andso 1AeI= 1AIe= 1Ae and 1 veO= 1VOe= 1Ve, i fe is a symmetric 
idempotent. 
(g) For d in SymId(A) and f in A, 
df =(dOv f )Ad I=dOv( f  ^ d I )  and fd=(OdV f )A Id=OdV( f  AId). 
(Since (dIAf) V dO <_ dd a f<_ (dO v f )  A dI by 2. l(d) and 2.3, the first part follows 
from modularity. Applying the first part to f a and taking converses yields the se- 
cond part.) 
(h) SymId(A) is a (0, I) sublattice of  A which is closed for converses and contains 
1. (By 2.6(b), O, I and 1 are in SymId(A). For d, e in SymId(A) and c = dA e, c -  c a 
by 2.1 (c), and cc <_ dd'- d, and cc <_ e similarly, so cc <_ c, and c = ccc <_ cc <_ c by 
2.4(a). So, SymId(A) admits meets, and it admits joins similarly. Since its elements 
are symmetric, it admits converses trivially.) 
(i) Suppose is in ReI(M) for some R-module M. Then e is a symmetric idem- 
potent iff there exist C<_B in Su(M) with: 
e={<a,b>:a, beB, a -beC}.  
The isomorphism of  subquotients corresponding toe is the identity isomorphism for 
B/C. The symmetric dempotents e<_ 1 correspond to submodules B = B/O, and the 
symmetric dempotents e >_ 1 are precisely the congruences of M, which correspond 
to quotients M/C. 
The theory of additive relation algebras has two simple duality principles, which 
we describe next. 
2.7. Definition and Properties. Let a c°n, called the converse dual of A, denote the 
z-algebra with the same elements and z-structure as A, except that for all u and o, 
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uo in A c°n equals ou in A and u+ o in A c°n equals the converse sum (u#+ o#) # in 
A. Let A °rd, the order dual of A, denote the r-algebra with the same elements as 
A and r-structure obtained from the r-structure of A by exchanging meet and join 
(lattice duality), exchanging O and 1, keeping multiplication, converses, 1 and -1 
as in A, and using converse sum for addition. Let A * denote (A°rd) c°n, the order- 
converse dual of A, which equals (Ae°n) °rd. In A *, (O, I) lattice operations are ex- 
changed, multiplication is reversed, and converse, sum, 1 and -1  are the same as 
in A. 
(a) For any A in Y/, A = ( / l c°n)  c°n = (z° rd )  °rd = (A *)*. 
(b) For any A in Y/, u ~, u* determines reciprocal r-isomorphisms Ac°n~A and 
A--,A c°n. (Use 2.1(c) and 2.6(a, b, c).) 
(c) For any A in Y/, A c°n, A °rd and A * are in Y/. (For A c°n, use 2.7(b). Verify 
2.1(a-g) for A * directly, and then use A °rd = (A ,)con by 2.7(a).) 
The referee points out that these dualities can be expressed as a four-group of 
automorphic functors of the algebraic theory for ~, with the ( )con functor natural- 
ly equivalent to the identity. 
We continue with further development of the elementary theory. 
2.8. Definition and Properties. An element z of A is null  if zOz  = z lz .  Let Null(A) 
denote the set of null elements of A, and let SymNul(A) denote the set of symmetric 
null elements of A. Let y × z for y,z in SymNul(A) denote yOz. 
(a) z is null i f f  z f z=z  for all f in  A. (Note z=zz#z by 2.4(a) and zOz<zfz<z lz  
by 2.1(a) and 2.3.) Also, 0 and I are symmetric null (2.4(b),2.6(b)). 
(b) I f  z is null, then fz, zg and fzg are null for all f and g in A (2.8(a)). I f  any 
of  the four maps z, z #, zz # and z#z is null, then all four are null (2.4(a)). 
(c) z is null i f f  zlO <_ zO i f f  zOI>_ z l  i f f  OIz <_ Oz i f f  lOz >_ Iz (z null implies z/O-< 
z lzO=zO by 2.3 and 2.8(a), and zlO<_zO implies zz~>_zOOz#>_zlOOIz#= 
z/z # _>zz # similarly, hence z is null by 2.8(a,b); the remaining parts are converse 
or order duals). 
(d) Any null element z in A is idempotent (2.8(a) with f=  1), and so a symmetric 
null element is a symmetric idempotent. 
(e) For f, g in A, f + gO= f AgOI and f + Ig = f V OIg. (Since f + gO<_f + IO= f by 
2.1 (f) and 2.3, and f+  gO <_ ( f  + gO)I<_ gOI by 2.5, f+  gO <_f A gOI. But ( f+ gO)l= 
flAgOI>_ ( fAgOI ) lby  2.3 and 2.5, and O( f+ gO) >_ Of>__ O(fAgOI) by 2.5 and 2.3, 
so f+gO=fAgOI  by 2.6(e). The second part is order-converse dual.) 
(f) Suppose f is in A and y,z are in SymNul(A). Then yfz(yfz)#=y and 
O,fz)#yfz=z (2.8(a)). So, y fz=yxz  (2.6(e)). (We could have defined y xz=y lz ;  
the operation x is self-dual.) 
(g) Null(A) is a (0, I) sublattice of  A closed for multiplication, converses and ad- 
dition. (For y and z in Null(A) and w=yAz ,  w<_ wlw<_ylyAzlz= w, so w is null 
by 2.8(b). By 2.8(a) and duality, Null(A) is a (O,I) sublattice of A. By 2.8(b), 
Null(A) is closed for multiplication and converses. Finally, y+ z is null because: 
+ z)I(y + z) = (yI^ J ) (y  + z) <- yIy + J z  -- y + z <- (y + z)I(y + z), 
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using 2.1(g), 2.3, 2.4(a), 2.5 and 2.8(a,b).) 
(h) There is a one-one correspondence b tween Null(A) and the Cartesian product 
SymNul(A)×SymNul(A), with w null in A mapped to (wwa, wZw), and (y,z) 
in SymNul(A) 2 mapped to y×z. (By 2.8(a), w= ww#× wZw, and by 2.8(0, 
( (Y × Z)(Y × Z) z, O' × z) a (Y X Z) )=( y, z). ) For t, w, y, z in SymNul(A), (t× w) v O, x z) = 
(trY) x (wvz), (t× w)A(yxz)=(tAy)× (wAz), (t× w)0' X Z)=tXZ, (t× w) z = w× t, 
and (t x w) + (y x z) = (rAy) × (wVz) (proof omitted). 
(i) I f  z is in Rel(M) for some R-module M, then z is null i f f  there exist B and 
C in Su(M) such that z = B × C. The isomorphism ofsubquotients corresponding to 
z is the zero isomorphism from B/B to C/C. Also, z is in SymNul(A) i f f z=B x B 
for some B in Su(M), so that SymNuI(A) is a (0, I) lattice which is isomorphic to 
Su(M). 
The next result shows that lattice modularity implies certain conditional distribu- 
tivity equations imilar to axiom K5 of [17]. 
2.9. Proposition. For f, g, h in A, 
f (gAh)=fgAfh  if Of<h a, 
f (gV h)=fgvfh if If>_h z. 
and 
Proof. Assume Of<h a, and define e= 1 v fa r .  Note that 
Oe=(1 vf  a f )  A OI=( fa fv  1) A fa lA  OI=( fa fv  (1 AfaI ) )  A OI 
=fZfAOI=Ofa f=Of ,  
using 2.3, 2.4(d), 2.6(f) and modularity. Then eO = (Of)Z<_ h and h = eh by 2.6(d), 
SO" 
e(gAh) =eOV(gAh)=(eOVg)Ah =egAh=egAeh 
by 2.6(d) and modularity. Now, f#f<fa fe  =fa fv  Oe =fa fv  Of=f* f  again us- 
ing 2.6(d), and then for k=fgAfh we have: 
f (g A h) = f fa  fe(g A h) = f(eg A eh) >_f(fa fg Af afh) 
>-ffa k>-fl Ak= k>-f(g Ah), 
using the above, 2.4(a), 2.3 and 2.1(d). This proves the first part, and the second 
part is order dual. [] 
2.10. Proposition. For a symmetric idempotent e of A, 
e=(1 v e)e=e(1 v e)=(1Ae)e=e(1Ae)  = (1V e)(1Ae) = (1Ae)(1V e) 
and so (1Ae)I=eI, I(1 he) =Ie, (1Ve)O=eO and O(1 ve) = Oe. 
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Proof. By 2.9, e(1Ae)=elAee=e and e(1ve)=e lvee=e.  Taking converses, 
(1 A e)e = e = (1 V e)e. Furthermore, 
e = (1 ^ e)e___ (1 ^ e)(1 Ve)_e(1 re) = e, 
and e=(1Ae)(1Ve)=(1Ve)(1Ae) follows. 
We have (1Ae)I_ (1Ae)el=el>_(1Ae)I by2.3 and the above, and so (1Ae)I=eL 
The remaining parts are dual. [] 
2.11. Proposition. For f and g in A, 
1Afg*=lA( fAg) ( fAg)  ~ and 1Vf*g=lv ( fvg)* ( fvg) .  
Proof. For h =fAg, 1Ahh # = 1Af f  ~ Afg # Agf  ~ Agg # = 1Afg ~, using 2.9, the 
converse dual of 2.9 twice, and 2.6(b, f). The second part is dual. [] 
2.12. Proposition. For all f, g in A, 
( fAg) I=(1Afg*) I  and O( fvg)=O( lv f *g) .  
Proof. For h =fAg, we have 
( f  Ag) I=hI=hh#I=(1Ahh~) I=(1Afg#) I ,  
by 2.4(d), 2.10 and 2.11. The second part is dual. [] 
2.13. Proposition. I f  Of<_h* for  fg ,  h in A, then f (g+h)=fg+fh .  I f  f#<_hL 
then ( f  + g)h = fh + gh. 
Proof. Assuming Of<_ h*, we have f(g + h) <-fg +fh by 2.1 (g) and 
f (g + h)I= f (gl A hi) = fg l  A fh I= (fg + fh)I 
by 2.5 and 2.9. Furthermore, by 2.3, 2.8(b,e) and 2.9: 
Of(g + h) >_ Of(g + hO) = Of(g A hOI) = Ofg A OfhOI= Ofg A OI = Ofg, 
and similarly Of(g + h) >_ Ofh. So, Of(g + h) >_ Ofgv Ofh = O(fg +fh) by 2.5, prov- 
ing f (g+ h)=fg+fh by 2.6(e). The second part is order-converse dual. [] 
2.14. Proposition. For f in A, f = f +flO =f+ IOf  = f + f lO f  and f+ ( -  1)f = f lO f  . 
Proof. We have by 2.1(f,g) and 2.3 that: 
f + f lOf<-f  + IOf<_(1 + IO) f=f=f (1  + IO)<-f + f lO<-f  + f lOf.  
For g=f+ (-1)f, g<-(1 +(-1) ) f= IOfby  2.1(f,g), and g I=f I=f lOf I  and Og= 
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Of-- O f  IO f  by 2. l(f), 2.5, 2.6(c) and 2.8(a). Therefore: 
g <_fIA IO f<f f  # IOf=f lOf  
by 2.1(d) and 2.4(d), and then g=f IOfby  2.6(e). [] 
2.15. Proposition. Forf ,  g in A, let d= 1A ( f+g) I= 1 Af lAg land  e= 1 vO(f+g) = 
1 V OfV Og. Then dfe! = dI = dgel, Odfe = Oe = Odge and f+ g = d( f+ g) = df+ dg = 
( f  + g)e = fe  + ge = dfe + dge. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Then d< 1 and e_> 1 are symmetric idempotents by 
2.6(b) which are properly defined by 2.5. Now: 
d! > d f eI >_ d f l  =di l I  >_ ddI = dI. 
Continuing similarly, we obtain dfeI= dI= dgel and dually Odfe = Oe = Odge. Fur- 
thermore, f+g=d( f+g)  because d( f+g)=( IAh I )h=(1Ahh#)hh#h=h for h= 
f+g  by 2.4(a, d), 2.6(f) and 2.10, and similarly ( f+g)e =f+g.  But then: 
f+  g = d( f  + g) <_ d f  + dg <_ dfe + dge <_fe + ge < ( f  + g)e =f+ g, 
using 2.3 and 2.1(g). [] 
2.16. Proposition. For f, g, h, k in A, 
( f  +g)* (h+k)<_f#hvg#k and fh*  Agk*  <_(f +g)(h+k) # 
Proof. Let c= 1 ^ f lAg I  and d= 1AhlAkl, and note that cd=dc=cAd because 
c, d< 1, using 2.6(d). Let f0 =cdf, go = cdg, ho = cdh and/Co = cdk. Now: 
cdI = cd(1 A f I  ^  gl)1 <_ cdfl I  = cdfI < cdI, 
and then cdl=fo I = goI = ho I = ko I by similar arguments. Let m =f0* h0 v g~ k0, so by 
2.1(g), 2.3 and 2.1(d) we have: 
( f  o + go) m >-fore + gom >- f of  ~ ho + gog~ ko >- ( f  ol A ho) + (gol A ko) 
= (ho A ho 1) + (ko A kol) = ho + ko. 
By 2.5, ( fo+go)#O=(O( fo+go))#=f~Ovg~O<_m,  so using 2.15, 2.1(g), 2.3, 
2.1(d) and the above: 
( f  + g)#(h + k) = ( f  + g)# cd(h + k) = [cd(f + g)l # cd(h + k) 
-<(fo + go) # (ho + ko) < (fo + go) # (fo + go)m 
-< (fo + go)#Ov m = m <f#h vg#k.  
The second part is order-converse dual. [] 
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2.17. Proposition. For f, g in A, 
O(fvg)=OI ( f  +(-1)g) and ( f^g) I=( f  +(-1)g)OI. 
Proof. By 2.16 and 2.6(c), for h=f+( -1)g  we have: 
OIh=(1 +(-1))#(f  +( -1)g)<- l#fv( -1)#(-1)g=fvg.  
So, OIh <- OIA (fVg) = O(fvg) by 2.4(d). 
Let k=g#f+(-1) ,  and so using 2.12, 2.1(f), 2.16 and 2.9 we have: 
OIh __ O( fv  g) = O(1 v g#f) = O(1 v (1 + 1(9) # (1 + k)) 
<- O(1 v 1 # 1 v (IO)#k) = O(1 v OIk) = OIk. 
Now g#I>_kI>_k using 2.5, so k=g#IAk<-g#gk=g#f+(-1)g#g=gah using 
2.1(d) and 2.13 twice. Then Ik=Ig#h<-Ih, and the first part O(fvg)=OIh~- 
OI(f+ (-1)g) follows. The second part is dual. [] 
The next result is related to category constructions given in [10] and [19]. We 
develop here only what is directly needed, leaving further category considerations 
to a subsequent paper. 
2.18. Definitions and Properties. For any symmetric idempotents c and d of A, let 
tel(c, d) denote the set 
{yeA: c f=f=fd},  
and let hom(c, d) denote the subset 
{f~A:  cf=f=fd, f f#  >_c, f#f<_d}. 
(a) f is in rel(c, d) iff cO <_ fO <_ f I  <_ cI and Od <_ Of< If< Id. (Clearly cf = f implies 
cO<fO<f I<cI  by 2.3. If cO<_f<_cI, then f=c lAf<cc#f<_cOvf=f ,  so cf=f. 
Similarly, Od <_ Of<_ If<- Id iff fd  =f.) Equivalently, f e rel(c, d) iff cOd<f< cld. 
(b) f is in hom(c, d) iff cO <-fO <-fI = cI and Od = Of< If< Id. (Use 2.18(a), and 
f f#>c implies f I=f f# I>c I  by 2.4(d), and f I=c I  implies c=flAc<-ff#c= 
f(cf)# =f f# by 2.1(d), etc.) 
(c) For any symmetric dempotents c, d and e, f e rel(c, d) and g ~ rel(d, e) implies 
fg e rel(c, e), and fg ~ hom(c, e) when fe  horn(c, d) and g e hom(d, e). Also, d in 
hom(d,d) is like a category unit for the object d: fd=f  for f in tel(c, d) and dg=g 
for g in tel(d, e). 
(d) There are no proper inclusions in horn sets: if  f<- g in hom(c, d), then f= g 
(2.6(e)). 
(e) For any symmetric dempotent d, rel(d, d) is closed for join, meet, sum, multi- 
plication and converses. It has a multiplicative unit d, an additive zero dlOd, a nega- 
tive (-1)d for the multiplicative unit, a smallest element dOd and a largest element 
did. It is an additive relation algebra with respect o this r-structure. 
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(f) For any symmetric idempotent d, hom(d, d) is closed for  sum and multiplica- 
tion, and under these operations i a ring with unit d, zero dlOd, and negative ( - 1)f 
of f in horn(d, d). 
(g) For any symmetric idempotents c and d of  A, rel(c, d) is the interval sublattice 
[cOd, cld] of  A, and f ~ is in rel(d,c) for  each f in  rel(c,d). Also, rel(c,d) is closed 
for sum, contains a zero element clOd, and contains ( -  1)f for  each f in tel(c, d). 
(h) For any symmetric idempotents c and d in A, horn(c, d) is an abelian group 
with zero clOd and negatives ( -  1)f for f in  horn(c, d). It is a left-R, right-S bimodule 
for R = horn(c, c) and S = horn(d, d) under addition and multipfication. More 
generally, ( f  + g)h =fh + gh and g(h + k) = gh + gk for f g in horn(c, d) and h, k in 
horn(d, e). 
(i) Suppose c and d are symmetric dempotents in Rel(M) for  some R-module M, 
and c and d correspond to subquotients C = CI /Co and D = Dl /Do of M respective- 
ly, as in 2.6(i). Then 
Ctcd(f) = {(a + Co, b + Do): (a, b) e f} 
defines a bijection aca from rel(c, d) onto Su(C × D) such that fo r f  g in rel(c, d) we 
have: 
f <_g i f f  acd(f)<--acd(g), 
acd(f  + g) = acd(f) + a d(g), 
adc(f ) = a d(f) , 
acc(1)= l and acc( -1)=- l ,  and 
a~e(gh) = acd(g)ade(h) for h in rel(d, e). 
In particular, aca is a (0, I) lattice isomorphism preserving relational sum between 
rel(c, d) and Su(C x D), which induces by restriction of  the domain and codomain 
an abelian group isomorphism between horn(c, d) and Horn(C, D) for R-Mod. Fur- 
thermore, a~c is a r-isomorphism between rel(c, c) and ReI(C), which induces by 
restriction of  the domain and codomain a ring isomorphism preserving 1 between 
horn(c, c) and the ring of  endomorphisms Hom(C, C). 
The next technical result provides a useful test for a function between additive 
relation algebras to be a r-homomorphism. 
2.19. Proposition. Suppose A and B are additive relation algebras and 2 : A --, B is 
a function which preserves composition, converses and 1, and such that 2(f)<A(g) 
i f f<  g in A. Also, suppose that 2 (h + k) >_ 2 (h) + 2 (k) or 2 (h + k) < )t (h) + 2 (k) for  
each pair h, k in A such that hi= kI and Oh = Ok. Then A is a r-homomorphism. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Let b=2(O) in B, so b_<2(1)= 1. Since O+ O= O 
by 2.8(e), b+b<_b or b+b>_b by the last hypothesis. Adding (-1)b, we have by 
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2.14 that b<__blOb or b>_blOb. If b<_blOb, then b<lA IO=O by 2.4(e). If 
b>_blOb, so bO>_blO and b is null by 2.8(c), then b=bOb<_O. So, 2 (0 )=0 in 
all cases, and dual arguments show that 2(1)= L 
For fg  in A and c= 1 vf* f ,  we have Of=Of#f=Oc by 2.10, and so by 2.6(d) 
we have 
2(Ofv g) = A(OcV g) = 2(gc) = 2 (g)2 (c) = 02(c) V 2(g) = 2(Of) V 2@). 
By the order dual argument, 2(flA g) = A (fI) A 2 (g). 
From these results, we see by 2.5 that: 
2( f+g) I=2( f lAgI )=2( f ) IA2(g) I=(2( f )+ 2(g))I and 
oh( f+ g) = 2(o fv  Og) = oAGe) v Oh(g) = o(2(f) + 2 (g)). 
It follows by 2.6(e) that 2 ( f+g)=2( f )+2(g)  for any f and g in A such that 
2 ( f+g)<A( f )+2(g)  or 2 ( f+ g) >_ A (f) + 2 (g). By 2.15, there exist d<l  and e_>l 
such that dfeI = dgeI, Odfe = Odge and f+ g = df+ dg = dfe + dge. Using the last 
hypothesis of 2.19 with h = dfe and k = dge, 2 (dfe + dge) = 2 (dfe) + 2 (dge). Since 
e>_l, 
2 (df+ dg) = 2 (dfe) + 2 (dge) >_ 2 (df) + 2 (dg), 
so 2(df+ dg) = 2(df) + 2(dg), and then d< 1 implies: 
A( f  + g) = A(df) + 2(dg)<_2(f) + 2(g) 
finally yielding 2( f+g)  =2( f )  + 2(g). So, 2 preserves sums, and: 
2 ( -1 )=2( -1 )+(1  +( -1 ) )=2( ( -1 )+ 1)+( -1)=I0+( -1)=-1 .  
Since 2 preserves order, 2 (fA g) < 2 ( f )  A 2 (g). But 2 (fAg)l = (A (f) A2 (g))I follows 
easily from 2.17 and the above. Similarly, 02 (fA g) = 0(2 (f)  A 2 (g)) follows using 
the identity below which is obtained from 2.8(e), 2.1(c) and 2.4(b,d): 
( f  # 0 + g# O) # = ( f  # 0 A g# 0I)* = O f A IOg = OI A f A OIOg = O ( f  A g). 
Then 2 (fA g) = 2 (f) A 2 (g) follows by 2.6(e), and dual arguments show that 2 ( fv  g) = 
2(f)  v2(g). Therefore, 2 is a r-homomorphism. [] 
Now consider z-embeddings (that is, one-one z-homomorphisms). 
2.20. Proposition. Suppose A : A ~ B is a r-homomorphism of  additive relation alge- 
bras. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) 2 is an embedding. 
(b) I f  d is a symmetric idempotent such that 2(d) is null, then d is null. 
(c) I f  f<_g<OI, then 2(f)=A(g) implies f=g.  
Proof. Clearly 2.20(a) = 2.20(b), since 2(d)O2(d) = 2(d)IA(d) implies dOd= did if 
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is an embedding. Assume 2.20(b), and suppose f<- g <_ OI with 2 ( f )=  2 (g). Define 
d = (1 vf#f )Ag#g,  so d is a symmetric idempotent by 2.6(a, h). By 2.4(d) and 2.10: 
Od:O0 vf  #f) A Og # g=of# f A Og  g=of  f =of  =f. 
Also, OId<-OIg#g=OI(1Ag#g) <-OId by 2.3 and 2.10, so: 
OId = OIg# g = OIg # Og = Og = g 
by 2.4(d) and 2.8(a). Then OA(d)=2( f )=A(g)=OI2(d) ,  so 2(d) is null by 
2.8(c), so d is null by 2.20(b), and f=Od>_OId=g by 2.8(c) again. Therefore, 
2.20(b) = 2.20(c). 
Assume 2.20(c), and suppose 2(u)= 2(0). Then h_< k and 2 (h)= 2(k) for h = u A o 
and k = u v o. By 2.20(c), we have Oh = Ok and OIh # = OIk #. Then hi = hIOI  = 
(OIh#)#I= (O Ik#)#I= k I  using 2.4(b), so h = k by 2.6(e), and so u = o. Therefore, 
2.20(c) = 2.20(a). [] 
2.21. Corollary. I f  0 and (p are r-congruences on A such that on[o ,  oI]  2< _ 
ckn[o, oI]  2, then 0<-0. 
Proof. By [6, Lemma 1, p. 50], ~ = on q~ is a r-congruence on A. So, we have a 
canonical r-homomorphism r / :A /~- ,A /O [6, Theorem 4, p. 62]. By hypothesis, 
rl(f A 0 I )  = r/(gA 0I )  =f^ OI= g A 0I ,  
hence r/is a r-isomorphism by 2.20, and 0 = ~,< 0~. [] 
3. Representations of additive relation algebras by modules 
To prepare for our main theorem, we first prove a representation theorem sug- 
gested by the properties of projective generators in abelian categories. We can iden- 
tify symmetric idempotents e in additive relation algebras which behave like projec- 
tive generators, and then use horn(e, 1) to represent the relation algebra by an R- 
module for R = hom(e, e), in a direct imitation of abelian category methods. 
3.1. Definitions. An additive relation algebra A is representable by an R-module if 
there exists a z-embedding from A into ReI(M) for some R-module M. A symmetric 
idempotent e in an additive relation algebra A is projective if for every symmetric 
idempotent d of A and f in rel(e, d) such that f f~  >e, there exists g in hom(e, d) 
such that g_<f. A symmetric idempotent e is a projective generator of A if it is pro- 
jective and hom(e, d) is nontrivial for all non-null symmetric idempotents d of A. 
Our 'projective generator' terminology is intended to be suggestive; we will not 
attempt a full comparison with the same concepts in category theory. The results 
3.2, 3.3 and 3.5 show that there is a strong connection between our definitions and 
the usual abelian category notions. 
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3.2. Proposition. Suppose is a symmetric dempotent. Then the following are equi- 
valent: 
(a) e is projective. 
(b) I f  b and c are symmetric idempotents ofA, h is in horn(b, c) such that h#h = c 
(h is "onto'), and k is in horn(e, c), then there exists g in horn(e, b) such that gh = k. 
Proof. If e is projective, then for h and k as above we have kh ~ is in rel(e, b) 
by 2.18(c,g) and kh#(kh~)#=kh#hka=kck#=kk~>__e.  So, there exists g in 
hom(e,b) with g<kh ~ by projectivity. But then gh<_kh#h=kc=k, so gh=k by 
2.18(d) and e satisfies 3.2(b). Conversely, suppose e satisfies 3.2(b) and f is in 
rel(e,d) such that ff#>_e. Take b=dAf#f  and c=f#f ,  so b, ceSymld(A)  by 
2.6(a,h). Now bc=(cb) # =(cdAcf#f )  #=c using 2.9, so cehom(b,c). But c#c=c 
and f is in hom(e, c), so there is g in hom(e, b) such that gc =f  by 3.2(a). Then 
g=gb<_Ic, so g=gAIc<gc=f  by 2.6(g), hence gd<fd=f .  But gd in hom(e,d) is 
easily proved, and so e is projective. [] 
We are now prepared for our first representation theorem. 
3.3. Theorem. Let e be a projective generator in an additive relation algebra A, and 
let R denote the ring hom(e, e) with unit. Then A is representable by an R-module. 
Specifically: 
/ l(f) = {(a, b): a, behom(e, 1), a#b<f}  
determines a r-embedding/u" A --. ReI(M), where M is the left R-module horn(e, 1). 
Proof. By 2.18(t, h), we know that R = hom(e, e) is a ring with unit e and M= 
hom(e, 1) is a left R-module. It is easily checked that (0,0) is in p( f )  for O=eIO 
in hom(e, 1) and f in A, and that (a, b) in p( f )  implies that (ra, rb) is in/~(f) for 
r in R. Using 2.16, (a,b) and (c,d) in / l ( f )  imply that: 
(a+c)#(b+d)<_a#bvc#d<_f ,  
so (a+c ,b+d)~p( f ) ,  and g( f )  is in ReI(M). 
Direct calculations show that p (1) = 1, p ( f  # ) = p (f) # for f in A, and p (f) < p(g) 
for f___ g in A. 
Suppose (a,b)ep(f)p(g)  for fg  in A, so there exists c in M such that a#c<_f 
and c#b<_g. Since cc # >e and b=eb, 
a#b=a#eb~a#cc#b~,  
and so (a,b)eg(fg) and la(f)p(g)<_p(fg). Conversely, suppose (a,b)ep(fg),  so 
a#b<fg .  Let h=afAbg #,  so herd(e,  1) by 2.18(g). Using 2.3 and 2.12, we have: 
e <_ (aa # A bb # )I = (1 A aa # bb # )I<_ (1 A afgb # )I = (a f^  bg # )I = hi, 
so e = h i^ e <_ hh # e = h (eh) # = hh # by 2.1 (d), and there is c in hom(e, 1) with c_< h 
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by projectivity. So, a # c < a # af < f because a # a < 1 and similarly c# b < g, proving 
(a, b) ep( f )  and (c, b) ep(g), hence (a, b) ep(f)p(g). Therefore, p(fg) =p(f)p(g).  
Suppose (a, b) e p (f) + p (g) for f, g in A, so there exist c, d in M such that a #c_<f, 
a#d<g and c+d=b. Then: 
a# b=a# (c + d)<a# c + a# d<_f + g 
by 2.3 and 2.1 (g), so (a, b) e p ( f+ g) and p(f)  + p(g) < p ( f+ g). By 2.19, we conclude 
that p is a r-homomorphism. 
Assume p is not one-one, so by 2.20 there is a symmetric idempotent d which is 
not null such that p(d) is null. That is, Olt(d)>_ OIp(d) by 2.8(c). Since e is a genera- 
tor, there exists f~  elOd in hom(e, d). Since f is in rel(e, 1) and f f  # ___ e, there exists 
g<_f in hom(e, 1) by projectivity. Since gvOd<_f, we have f=gvOd by 2.6(e) 
because Of=Od<_O(gvOd) and fI=eI=gI<__(gvOd)I by 2.18(a). Now, (0,g)e 
lt(OId)<_lt(Od) because O#g<Olg<_OIf<_OId by 2.18(b). So, OIg=O#g<Od, 
hence g<_IOIg<_IOd and f=ef=e(gvOd)<__elOd in hom(e,d). By 2.18(d), this 
contradicts f~elOd,  proving that/1 is a r-embedding. [] 
Suppose {ej}j~ is a family of projective symmetric idempotents of A which 
jointly generate A. (For each non-null symmetric idempotent d of A, not all the 
hom(ej, d) are zero.) By the proof of Theorem 3.3, there exists a r-homomorphism 
itj:A ~ Rel(Mj) for eachj in J, where we consider Mj as just a Z-module, for Z the 
ring of integers. Also, not all ~.j(d) are null if d is a non-null symmetric idempotent. 
Then there is a r-embedding ~.:A ~ ReI(M) for the Z-module M= I-[j~jMj, where 
it(f) corresponds to 
I-[ 2j(f) in Su(N) for N= I-I (Mj×Mj), 
jed jEJ 
under the obvious Z-linear isomorphism between N and Mx M. 
We include some results concerning existence of projective generators in additive 
relation algebras Rel(M). 
3.4. Example. Let M denote the quasicyclic group Z(p~), regarded as a Z-module. 
The subquotients of M are either cyclic groups of prime power orders pk, all k_  0, 
or are isomorphic to M. Some computation using 2.18(i) and 3.2 shows that ReI(M) 
has only null projectives, and so has no generating family of projectives. 
3.5. Proposition. Suppose R is a ring with unit and M is an R-module such that 
B/C is a a projective generator for R-Mod for some C<B in Su(M). Then e= 
{(a, b): a, b e B, a -  b e C} is a projective generator for Rel(M). 
The proof, using 2.180) and 3.2, is omitted. 
3.6. Corollary. For any ring R with unit, an additive relation algebra A is represent- 
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able by an R-module if and only if  there exists B in ~/ containing symmetric idem. 
patents d and e such that d is a projective generator with ham(d, d) -~ R, and there 
exists a r-embedding from A into rel(e, e). 
Proof. The forward implication follows from 3.5 by considering Rel(ROM) for 
some M such that there exists a r-embedding from A into Rel(M). The reverse im- 
plication follows from 3.3 and 2.180). [] 
We next extend the duality theory for additive relation algebras o that a represen- 
tation theorem with dual hypotheses can be obtained. 
3.7. Definition. A symmetric dempotent e in an additive relation algebra A is injec- 
rive if e is projective in A *, the order-converse dual. It is an injective cogenerator 
in A if it is a projective generator in A * 
By Theorem 3.3, there is a r-embedding A *~ReI(M) for a suitable ring R and 
R-module M if A has an injective cogenerator (or cogenerating family of injectives). 
We obtain a representation theorem for such A in 3.10 below. 
3.8. Theorem. Suppose F :R-Mod~ S-Mad • a covariant or contravariant exact 
embedding functor, and M is an R-module. I f  F is covariant, then it induces a r- 
embedding 2 from Rel(M) into Rel(F(M)). I f  F is contravariant, hen it induces a 
r-embedding ;t* from Rel(M)* (order-converse dual) into Rel(F(M)). 
Proof. It is most convenient to use the methods of Hilton and Wu [8, 9]. In any 
abelian category ~, consider diagrams: 
A-  ,X~---B yielding m= k 
s l 
A,  Y ,B yielding u=(s,t): YoAOB.  
The pair (h, k) is regarded as a representative for Ker m in Su(A @B), and the pair 
(s, t) is regarded as a representative for Im u in Su(A e B). In [8, 9], relation cate- 
gories ~¢- and ~¢~ are constructed from ~, where morphisms A ~ B in ~¢- are equi- 
valence classes h/k generated from (h, k) pairs (X not fixed), and morphisms \t  
from A into B in ~"  are equivalence classes of (s, t) pairs obtained using dual 
definitions. The equivalence r lation for pairs (h, k) is defined so that ho/ko = h~/kl 
in (R-Mad)- iff hoko # =h lk~ in R-Rel. In fact, trAB(h/k)=hk # defines a bi- 
jection aAB between morphisms A--,B in (R-Mad)- and morphisms A ~B in R- 
Rel. Similarly, f lAB(s\t)=s#t defines a bijection between morphisms A--,B in 
(R-Mad) ~" and in R-Rel. Also, aAA, fl, aA and their reciprocals preserve order, com- 
position, converses, relational sums and 1, using the definitions in [8, 9]. 
Assuming the hypotheses for contravariant F, we see that 
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h k Fk Fh 
A ,X ,  B yields F(B), F(X)---~F(A). 
(Note the reversal of order.) Direct calculations how that 2o(h /k )=Fk \Fh  is a 
well-defined function from morphisms M~M in (R-Mod)- to morphisms F(M)---, 
F(M) in (S-Mod)---. Then ;t*= a~t~AOflF(M)etM) takes elements from ReI(M) into 
ReI(F(M)), and so we can consider it to be a function ~. *: Rel(M)*--, Rel(F(M)). We 
omit straightforward computations, using the diagrams of [8,9], showing that A0 
preserves 1, converses and relational sums, and reverses composition and order. 
(Order is defined for sO- but not ~-- in [9], so the appropriate dual definition must 
be supplied.) Since 2 * has dual domain Rel(M)*, it satisfies the hypotheses of 2.19, 
and so is a r-homomorphism. 
To prove 2" is a r-embedding, it suffices to prove 2.20(c). Suppose f<_g<_IO in 
Rel(M)* and 2 * (f) = 2 * (g). Since f>_ g >_ 10 in ReI(M), f=  I f= M × N and g = Ig = 
M×K for K<N in Su(M) by 2.4(d) and 2.8(b,i). So, we can find representatives 
0 h 0 k 
M ,M/N,  M for f and M ,M/K ,  M for g 
such that h and k are canonical epimorphisms and h = kt for t :M/K - - ,M/N  given 
by t(x + K) = x + N. Then A* (f) = 2 * (g) implies Fh # 0 = Fk # 0 in S-Rel. Since Fh 
and Fk are monomorphisms and FhFh # = FkFk ~ , w = FhFk ~ is an isomorphism 
F(M/N) ~ F(M/K)  such that Fh = wFk. Hence Ft = w, so t is an isomorphism since 
F reflects isomorphisms. Then f= g follows, proving that 2" is a r-embedding by 
2.20. 
The proof for covariant F can be carried through by similar computations using 
(R-Mod)- and (S-Mod)-. [] 
3.9. Corollary. Let R be a ring with unit and R op the opposite ring. I f  there is a r- 
embedding p :A ~ Rel(M) for  some R-module M, then there is a r-embedding 
v : A * ~ Rel(N) for  some R °P-module N. 
Proof. Using the method of [11, Theorem 2, p. 117] or using character modules, 
a contravariant exact embedding functor F:  R-Mod--,R°P-Mod can be construct- 
ed. Then let v =/1"2 *, with 2 * from 3.8 and/z * : A *--, Rei(M) * given by/z* ( f)  = 
u(f). [] 
3.10. Corollary. I f  A has an injective cogenerator e, then there is a r-embedding 
from A into Rel(M) for  some module M. 
This follows directly from 2.7(c), 3.3 and 3.9. 
The main theorem is obtained by combining Theorem 3.3 with the methods 
developed by von Neumann to prove his well-known representation theorem for 
complemented modular lattices with an n-frame, n_>4 [21, Theorem 14.1, p. 218]. 
In any additive relation algebra A, the elements 10, 01 and 1 generate a 2-frame 
(2.4(e)). Using additive relation algebra structures, we can recover a representation 
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theorem parallel to von Neumann's theorem if we assume that the lattice has com- 
plements. 
3.11. Definition. An additive relation algebra A is complemented if it is comple- 
mented as a modular lattice. 
3.12. Main Theorem. Suppose A is a complemented a ditive relation algebra. Then 
1 is a projective generator for A, so A is representable in Rel( R R) for R = hom(1, 1). 
Furthermore, R is a regular ring, and A corresponds precisely to the finitely. 
generated elements of Rel(RR ). So, A is lattice isomorphic to the lattice of prin- 
cipal left ideals of the regular ring S of 2 x 2 matrices with elements in R. 
Proof. Let A be a complemented additive relation algebra. Since A is modular, it 
is relatively complemented [2, Theorem 14, p. 16]. Suppose d is a symmetric idem- 
potent of A, and f in rel(1, d) satisfies f f  # >__ 1. Since Od< Of, there is w in A such 
that Of^ w -- Od and Ofv w = I. Let g =f^ w. Using 2.4(d) and modularity: 
gO>_ O, 
gI = ( f  A w) v 01= (fA (wv Of)) V 01= (f  ^  I) v OI= f I  = f f  #I= I, 
Ig<_If<_Id, and 
Og =f  A w ^  OI = Of^ w = Od, 
proving g is in hom(1, d) by 2.18(b). Since g<_f, we have proved that 1 is projective 
in A. 
Suppose d is not null, so I d¢ lOd by 2.8(c). There exists x such that xAdlO= 0 
and xvd lO=lO.  Let h=xvd.  Noting that d lAx=dlA IOAx=dlOAx=O by 
2.4(d), we have the following: 
Oh = 01A(xVd) = 01^((dlAx) vd)  = OIA(Ovd) = Od, 
Ih = IOvxv  d= IOv d= Id, 
hO>_ O, and 
hi= OIV xV d = OlV xV dI>_ OIv I0  = I, 
proving h is in hom(1, d). Since Ih =Id¢IOd, h¢ lOd and hom(1,d) is nontrivial. 
So, 1 is a projective generator. By Theorem 3.3, 
~( f )= {(a,b): a,b~R, a#b<_f} 
defines a r-embedding/a : A ~ ReI(RR). 
For r in R, let y satisfyyAr#l= 0 and yvr#I=I ,  so k=yvr  ~ is in rel(1, 1) with 
kI>_yvr~l=I, hence 1 =kl^ 1 <_kk ~. So, there exists t in R with t<__k since 1 is 
projective in A. Now r~r< 1 and r~rk<_r~I, so r#rk<kAr#I=r  # v(yAr#I )=r  #
by modularity. Then rtr<_rr#rkr<_rr~r=r by 2.4(a) and 2.3, hence rtr=r in R by 
2.18(d), and R is a regular ring. 
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Now, von Neumann showed that the ring S of 2 × 2 matrices on R is a regular 
ring [21, Theorem 2.14, p. 81], and that there is a lattice isomorphism between the 
left ideals of S and Su(RR x RR), such that the principal eft ideals of S correspond 
exactly to the finitely-generated submodules of RR×RR [21, Appendix 3, pp. 
90-92]. Furthermore, the principal eft ideals of S form a sublattice of the lattice 
of left ideals of S [21, pp. 69-72], and so the finitely-generated elements of ReI(RR) 
form a sublattice of ReI(RR). (The results are actually proved for right ideals in 
[21], but there is no difficulty in rewriting the proofs for left ideals.) 
For a, b in R, R(a, b)<lz(a#b) in ReI(RR). Suppose (c, d> is in lz(a#b), so c#d< 
a#b. Let h=ca # Adb #, so 2.11 yields: 
hi= hh #I> (1 A hh ~)I= (1 A caabd #)I>_ (1 A cc#dd ~)I= L 
So 1 =hlA 1 <hh ~, and there exists r in R such that r<_h since 1 is projective. So, 
ra<_ha<_ca#a<c and rb<hb<db#b<d, proving <c,d)=(ra, rb) by 2.18(d), so 
lt(a#b)=R<a,b). Since/z preserves joins, it follows that every finitely-generated 
submodule of RR XRR equals H(f) for some f in A. In [21, Lemma 4.2, p. 105], 
yon Neumann showed that every element f of A belongs to the sublattice of A 
generated by { t: t ~ R or t ~ e R }. Then each/z (f) is a lattice polynomial in the fini- 
tely-generated lements ~(r)=R(1, r> and/z(r #) =R(r, 1> for r in R, hence/z(f) is in 
the sublattice of finitely-generated lements of Rel(RR). Therefore, H[A] is exactly 
the set of finitely-generated lements of Rel(RR), and so A is (lattice) isomorphic 
to the lattice of principal eft ideals of S. [] 
Some known theory of modules yields a few more consequences. In these results, 
subrings of a ring R with unit are required to contain the unit of R. 
3.13. Proposition, Suppose S is a ring with unit and R is avon Neumann regular 
subring orS. Then there exist covariant exact embedding functors from R-Mod into 
S-Mod and from S-Mod into R-Mod. I f  A is an additive relation algebra, then A 
is representable by an R-module if and only if it is representable by an S-module. 
Proof. Existence of a ring homomorphism preserving 1from R into S (by inclusion) 
yields an exact embedding functor from S-Mod into R-Mod by 'change of rings' [16, 
pp. 68-69]. Applying change of rings to the bimodule sSs, we obtain a bimodule 
sS R. Now, every right and left R-module is flat (see [18, Theorem 4.24, p. 86]). If 
M is a left R-module such that sSRQRM~-O, then M-~RR~RM-~O because M 
fiat implies the inclusion RR~S R induces a monomorphism from RR®RM into 
SR®RM. So, sSR is faithfully flat as a right R-module, and sSR®R -- is an exact 
embedding functor from R-Mod into S-Mod. The second part then follows from the 
above and 3.8. [] 
3.14. Corollary. Suppose A is a nontrivial complemented a ditive relation algebra 
and R is a ring with prime characteristic p. Then A is representable by an R-module 
if and only if horn(l, 1) for A has characteristic p.
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Proof. The forward implication is clear. The reverse implication follows from 3.12 
and 3.13, since Z(p) is avon Neumann regular subring of both horn(l, 1) and R. E] 
3.15. Corollary. Suppose A is a nontrivial complemented a ditive relation algebra 
and R contains a division ring with characteristic zero. Then A is representable by 
an R-module i f  and only i f  hom(1, 1) for A has a subring isomorphic to the field 
Q of  rationals. 
Proved similarly to 3.14, using Q instead of Z(p). For R with characteristic zero, 
R contains a division ring iff R contains a subring isomorphic to Q iff p.  1 = 
1 + 1 +-.. + 1 (p times) is an invertible lement of R for each prime p. 
3.16. Corollary. Suppose S is a ring with unit which either has square-free character- 
istic n (that is, n is a product of  distinct primes), or S has a subring isomorphic to 
Q. Then A in ~ is representable by an S-module i f  and only if  A * is representable 
by an S-module. 
Proof. Assuming the hypotheses, S contains either Q or the ring Z(n) of integers 
modulo n as a subring, and this subring is a commutative yon Neumann regular 
ring. The result then follows from 3.9 and 3.13. [] 
Our 2-frame theorem and von Neumann's n-frame theorem for n_> 4 leave open 
the 3-frame case. The reason for this gap is the existence of nonarguesian projective 
planes, which are complemented modular lattices of length 3 that are not embed- 
dable in Su(M) for any module M. B. J6nsson, using work of M. Schiitzenberger, 
developed an Arguesian lattice identity which is satisfied in all Su(M) but fails in 
nonarguesian projective planes. The Arguesian identity is self-dual [14] and implies 
modularity [12, Theorem 1.9, p. 298]. By studying indecomposable complemented 
modular lattices, J6nsson showed that a complemented modular lattice can be 
embedded in some Su(M) iff it satisfies the Arguesian identity [12, Theorem 2.14, 
pp. 308-309]. 
Suppose L is a (O, I) modular lattice with a spanning n-frame {ai, cij}i,j<_n.i~:j fol 
n > 4; L is not necessarily complemented. We conjecture that the interval [O, a~ va2: 
can be made into an additive relation algebra C, similarly to the construction of th~ 
auxiliary ring [21, pp. 93-157]. This result probably also holds for n = 3 if L i: 
Arguesian. For example, consider the projective geometry addition formula for th, 
auxiliary ring: 
u + w= ([(u v c13) A (a2Va3)] v [(wva3) A (a2 V c13)]) A (al Va2). 
If L = Su(M) for some R-module M, then the formula for u + w above agrees wit 
relational sum for Rel(a 1 va2) when suitably interpreted (see [21, p. 150]). Similm 
ly, the other r-operations on C can be expressed as lattice polynomials, using tl~ 
flame. 
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We will not pursue this analysis here. Modern lattice-theoretic treatments of 
frames and the equivalent 'diamond' configuration can be found in [5] and [7]. 
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